You are the ACACIA

1) If your acacia **EXPLOITS** and the ant **EXPLOITS**...
   
   Your acacia is eaten! (discard your **EXPLOIT** ant)

2) If your acacia **EXPLOITS** and the ant **COOPERATES**...
   
   Reproduce twice (add two **EXPLOIT** acacia to your population)

3) If your acacia **COOPERATES** and the ant **EXPLOITS**...
   
   Your acacia is eaten! (discard your **COOPERATE** ant)

4) If your acacia **COOPERATES** and the ant **COOPERATES**...
   
   Reproduce once (add one **COOPERATE** acacia to your population)

You are the ACACIA

1) If your acacia **EXPLOITS** and the ant **EXPLOITS**...
   
   Reproduce once (add one **EXPLOIT** acacia to your population)

2) If your acacia **EXPLOITS** and the ant **COOPERATES**...
   
   Reproduce once (add one **EXPLOIT** acacia to your population)

3) If your acacia **COOPERATES** and the ant **EXPLOITS**...
   
   Your acacia does not reproduce (add no additional acacia cards)

4) If your acacia **COOPERATES** and the ant **COOPERATES**...
   
   Your acacia does not reproduce (add no additional acacia cards)